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(Stockholm, Dec 12, 2013)

“for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that 
contributes to our understanding of the origin of mass of 
subatomic particles, and which recently was confirmed 
through the discovery of the predicted fundamental 
particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s 
Large Hadron Collider”	

	

	






photon boson 
electromagnetism

W boson 
weak nuclear

Z boson 
weak nuclear

gluon bosons 
strong nuclear

bosons 
spin=1

H boson 
a new fundamental 

force of nature

the first new type of fundamental particle (spin 0 boson) 
since the photon (spin 1 boson) and the electron (spin 1/2 fermion)



The W-H-t triangle �
borderline disorder�
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9 mo  LHC 
7TeV

50 years of particle physics discoveries



9 mo  LHC 
7TeV

50 years of particle physics discoveries





decades of       Higgs hunting

2009

2011

2009



decades of  calculating



Big Data, Big Models, Data in Motion 
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Text �

Higgs production at the LHC 7-8 TeV 
pp collIsions (8 TeV +25%) 







But not as high as specs

much higher than specs

we can tinker with this 
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H→ZZ→4l:	  state	  of	  art	  
•  H→4l in CMS provide the best measurement of the Higgs mass:!

•  mH=125.8 ± 0.5 (stat.) ± 0.2 (syst.)!

•  reasons of the success:!

•  highly sensitive analysis (3D fit maximizing the efficiency of a rare process)!

•  accurate detector and leptons momentum calibrations!

mass	  scan	  for	  4e,	  4μ,	  2e2μ	   min.	  p-‐value:	  6.7σ	  



Higgs Golden Channel kinematics

Slide from Roberto Vega-Morales!



Higgs Golden Channel kinematics

55!

See A. De Rujula, JL, M. Pierini, C. Rogan, M. Spiropulu, arXiv:1001.5300!

•  For a 126 GeV Higgs, one of the Z’s in the 
decay is always badly off shell, and the 
other one can be pretty off shell too

•  Also about 1% of the time the signal event 
is actually from Higgs decays to 4 leptons 
through       or       , not 

•  The two “Z” masses reconstructed event 
by event are important discriminators

•  This was not noticed until recently!



What can we do with ALL of the decay information?

56!

•  The 0.5% CMS mass measurement uses a 
3D fit, where all 8D of the kinematics is 
processed into a 1D discriminator KD

•  But in principle you could do a 9D fit, 
using ALL of the (decay) kinematic 
information

•  Of course this presupposes that what you 
have is in fact a SM Higgs...
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H→ZZ→4l:	  properties	  
•  Already used as a “properties measurement” channel:!

•  JP: due to limited stat., for the moment do hypothesis test with 1D fit using a 
discriminant optimized against each alt. hypothesis!

•  CP: measure possible CP-odd contributions with a fit to fa3=|A3|2/(|A1|2+|A3|2)!

•  can be done for fa3, but for other amplitudes, need to consider rates and 
phases together ⇒ multi-D fits / tests to groups of reduced sets of 
parameters!

exclude	  0-‐	  at	  >3σ	   consistency	  with	  1	  CP-‐even	  pure	  state	  
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H→ZZ→4l:	  future?	  
•  with larger statistics, try to measure directly Lagrangian parameters:!

•  analytical: complex, but powerful. Kinematical observables connected to 
Lagrangian couplings through detector transfer functions in a 8D Likelihood!

•  discrete: simpler, use full simulation to build 1D discriminants for each 
measurement of pairs of parameters!

toys:	  unbiased	  estimation	  
of	  Higgs	  couplings	  

toys:	  scaling	  of	  precision	  with	  lumi:	  
from	  30	  (current)	  →	  3000	  events	  
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What	  are	  the	  challenges?	  
•  1D “discriminant” fit:!

•  pro: Simpler. Build templates from full sim!

•  cons: cannot measure all parameters at a 
time. Need to build discriminant for each 
measurement!

•  8D fit:!
•  pros: !

•  perform the measurement of all the parameters, 
rates and interference, at the same time. !

•  provides the best precision!

•  cons:!

•  need to fill 8D pdf: doable for components with 
analytical calculations (ggH, qqZZ), need tricks 
ggZZ, reducible backgrounds !

•  need careful checks of the 8D space!

1D	  discriminant	  

2D	  proj.	  of	  8D	  space	  






 fermion vs vector boson couplings:  κV κf ; search for asymmetries: λWZ,  
λdu,  λlq   new physics in loops: κg κγ BRBSM;    simultaneous fits of all 
couplings;  indirect limit on BRBSM;     Results for all the LHC XS WG benchmark 
BSM models 
๏ approximate p-values  of SM H hypothesis given for each test; 




λf = mf/v �gV = 2 m2V/v �

Define couplings from the 
kappa’s:  
λf = κf  mf/v,  gv= κvm2v/v 

Disclaimer: in most 
channels we do not �

yet have the 
discovery and in 

some the sensitivity 
is just about 

becoming 1xSM�

Text �

No	  significant	  deviation	  from	  SM	  predictions	  observed	  
within	  the	  uncertainties	  (10-‐100%)	  	


�



Any remaining  deviations at the LHC 
will be probed at the ILC �
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H→WW	  razor	  :	  who	  knew!	  
•  Per-event estimator of the Higgs mass, mR:!

•  high sensitivity, due to good resolution (determined by lepton-only momenta)!

•  MET used to correct for Higgs pT: peaks at mH for each jet multiplicity!

•  can be used to measure the Higgs mass together with cross-section constarint!!

mR for different mH	
 mR for H and bkg	




Razor what?�
the SUSY connection �









Desperately seeking light stops�













Bump hunting X->VV �



H boson : is it the Standard Model? Does it 
behave as predicted?  Is there more than one?
how many more? Finding heavy Higgs bosons 

with non-standard interactions  is a major long-
term challenge for the LHC; supersymmetry 

predicts at least five kinds of Higgs bosons, differing 
in their mass and other properties, is it connected with 

DM ? DE? 



H boson 
implies the earliest known event of the Big Bang: 

the “electroweak phase transition”



H boson & the Dark Matter


h	




H boson & the Universe Dynamics
�





getting back to complexity�
(cocktails and blends)  �










